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Priory School Appraisal Policy   

Version:  October 2021 

Next Review: October 2023 

Document summary 

This policy sets out the framework for a clear and consistent assessment of the overall performance of 

teachers, including head teachers, and for supporting their development within the context of the school’s 

plan for improving educational provision and performance and the standards expected of teachers.  

This policy sits alongside the Model Capability Procedure for Schools and Appendix 1 and 2 of this Policy. 
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Priory School Appraisal Policy  

Introduction 

1.1. The appraisal arrangements come into force with effect from 1 September 2012.  They are set out in the 

Education (School Teachers’ Appraisal) (England) Regulations 2012 (the Appraisal Regulations) which replace 

the Education (School Teacher Performance Management) (England) Regulations 2006 (the 2006 Regulations).  

1.2. Appraisal Regulations set out the principles that apply to teachers in all maintained schools and 

unattached teachers employed by a local authority, in each case where they are employed for one term or 

more. They retain the key elements of the 2006 Regulations but allow schools more freedom to design 

arrangements to suit their own individual circumstances. They provide the minimum national framework 

within which schools should operate and say nothing, or very little, on many subjects on which the 2006 

Regulations made detailed provision. If they wish, schools may include in their own policies details that are no 

longer covered by the Appraisal Regulations. 

1.3. Schools and local authorities must stay within the legal framework set out in the Appraisal Regulations 

and in other relevant legislation that affects all employers (for example legislation on equality, employment 

protection and data protection). 

1.4. Schools and local authorities must have an appraisal policy for teachers and a policy, covering all staff, 

which deals with lack of capability. The ESCC model policy is based on the DfE model policy which applies only 

to teachers (including Headteachers), however the ESCC model policy sits alongside policies that are in place 

for support staff and schools may wish to insert the details of the school’s own appraisal or performance 

management scheme for support staff (i.e. Performance Management Policy (Support Staff).  The policy has 

been written in the context of schools, but the same principles apply to unattached teachers. 

1.5. It is good practice for schools to consult staff/union representatives on their appraisal and capability 

policies. Trade unions have taken part in the consultation process and have contributed to both the model 

appraisal and the model capability policies. 

1.6. This model policy reflects the 2012 Appraisal Regulations and replaces the Model Performance 

Management Policy & Classroom Observation Protocol which was introduced to support the 2006 Regulations.  

This version of the model policy has been updated in 2015 to reflect recent changes to teachers’ pay as set out 

in the STPCD. 

1.7. Text in italics does not form part of the policy itself, but acts as additional advice for schools. 

1.8. This policy should be read in conjunction with the separate Model Capability Policy and Procedure which 

sets out the procedure to be followed where there are serious concerns about a member of staff’s 

performance that the appraisal process has been unable to address. 

2. Appraisal Policy  

The Governing Body of Priory School adopted this policy on February 2020 It will review it in 2 years. 
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3. Application of the Policy 

3.1. This policy applies to the headteacher and to all teachers employed by the school or local authority, 

except those on contracts of less than one term, those undergoing induction (i.e. ECTs) and those who are 

subject to Capability Procedure. 

3.2. A separate Appraisal Policy for support staff has been developed, and can be found on the school 

intranet 

4. Appraisal 

4.1. Appraisal in this school will be a supportive and developmental process designed to ensure that all 

teachers have the skills and support they need to carry out their role effectively. It will help to ensure that 

teachers are able to continue to improve their professional practice and to develop as teachers.  

4.2. As part of their professional commitment, all teachers at Priory School are responsible for their own 

professional development. They should have the aim of improving teaching and aspire to excellence. 

Appraisal is an important part of the process. All teachers should take responsibility for ensuring its 

effectiveness and successful outcome. 

5. The appraisal period 

5.1. The appraisal period will run for twelve months from September 2021 to September 2022 and then 

September 2022 to September 2023. 

5.2. Teachers who are employed on a fixed term contract of less than one year will have their performance 

managed in accordance with the principles underpinning this policy. The length of the period will be 

determined by the duration of their contract. 

5.3. There is flexibility to have a longer or shorter appraisal period when teachers begin or end employment 

with a school or local authority or when unattached teachers change post within the same authority. 

5.4. For the purposes of accessing the upper pay range and for progression on the upper pay range you 

should refer to the School Teachers Pay & Conditions Document (STPCD) and the Priory School Pay Policy. 

6. Appointing Appraisers 

6.1. The headteacher will be appraised by the Governing Body, supported by a suitably skilled and/or 

experienced external adviser who has been appointed by the Governing Body for that purpose. 

6.2. In this school the task of appraising the headteacher, including the setting of objectives, will be 

delegated to a sub-group consisting of three members of the Governing Body. 

6.3. The headteacher will decide who will appraise other teachers. At Priory the pay progression decisions 

are made by the Headteacher so the quality of appraisal evidence is crucial. 

7. Setting Objectives 

7.1. Headteacher objectives will be set by the Governing Body after consultation with the external adviser. 
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7.2. Objectives for each teacher will be set before, or as soon as practicable after, the start of each appraisal 

period. The objectives set for each teacher, will be Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time-bound 

(SMART) and will be appropriate to the teacher’s role and level of experience (not normally more than 3 for 

classroom teachers). In setting objectives, the appraiser will consider what can reasonably be expected in the 

context of roles, responsibilities and experience and consistent with the school’s strategy for achieving a 

work/life balance for all staff. The appraiser will take into account the effects of an individual’s disability when 

setting objectives. At Priory all teachers will have objectives determined by their career stage and progression 

aspirations (see Appendix 3) and as such should use the template appraisal form for their career stage. The 

appraiser and teacher will seek to agree the objectives but, if that is not possible, the appraiser will determine 

the objectives. Objectives may be revised if circumstances change. 

7.3. The objectives set for each teacher will, if achieved, contribute to the school’s plans for improving the 

school’s educational provision and performance and improving the education of pupils at the school. This will 

be ensured by a quality assurance process where the Deputy Headteacher assesses and reviews each objective 

(where an objective is felt to require improvement a comment will be provided).  If a teacher’s line manager(s) 

is not his/her assessor, the line manager can see the teacher’s objectives.). 

7.4. Before, or as soon as practicable after, the start of each appraisal period, each teacher will be informed 

of the standards against which that teacher’s performance in that appraisal period will be assessed.  With the 

exception of those who are qualified teachers by virtue of holding and maintaining Qualified Teacher Learning 

and Skills (QTLS) status, the appraisal process for all teachers should be informed by the set of standards 

contained in the document called “Teachers’ Standards” published in July 2011;The head teacher or governing 

body (as appropriate) will need to consider whether certain teachers should also be assessed against other sets 

of standards published by the Secretary of State that are relevant to them. 

7.5. For teachers who are qualified teachers by virtue of holding QTLS status, it is for the governing body or 

head teacher to decide which standards are most appropriate. Such teachers may be assessed against the 

Teachers’ Standards, the Priory Career Stage descriptors, against any other sets of standards issued by the 

Secretary of State, against any other professional standards relevant to their performance or any combination 

of those three.  Some schools may already be using effective in-house CPD programmes to develop improved 

practice. 

8. Reviewing Performance: Observation 

8.1. This school believes that observation of classroom practice and other responsibilities is important both 

as a way of assessing teachers’ performance in order to identify any particular strengths and areas for 

development they may have and of gaining useful information, which can inform school improvement more 

generally.  At Priory, the majority of classroom-based evidence will be gathered via classroom ‘Drop Ins’. All 

observation/drop ins  will be carried out in a supportive fashion.  In this regard, school teachers’ performance 

will be regularly observed but the amount and type of classroom observation will depend on the individual 

circumstances of the teacher and the overall needs of the school classroom observation will be carried out by 

those with QTS. In addition to Drop Ins the school will use a range of other evidence (e.g. Book scrutiny, data 

tracking, student surveys and impact of CPD) to inform the final appraisal outcomes. 

8.2. In addition to formal observation, head teachers or other leaders with responsibility for teaching 

standards may also visit classrooms  informally in  order to evaluate the standards of teaching and to check 

that high standards of professional performance are established and maintained.  The length and frequency of 
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Drop Ins, visits  and observations will vary depending on specific circumstances (see Appendix 2 - Model 

Classroom Observation Protocol). 

8.3. Teachers (including the headteacher) who have responsibilities outside the classroom should also expect 

to have their performance of those responsibilities observed and assessed. 

9. Development and Support 

9.1. Appraisal is a supportive process, which will be used to inform continuing professional development. The 

school wishes to encourage a culture in which all teachers take responsibility for improving their teaching 

through appropriate professional development.  Professional development will be linked to school 

improvement priorities and to the ongoing professional development needs and priorities of individual 

teachers. 

10. Feedback 

10.1. Teachers will receive constructive feedback on their performance throughout the year and as soon as 

practicable after drop in/observation has taken place or other evidence has come to light. Feedback will 

acknowledge good and outstanding performance and highlight particular areas of strength (www) as well as 

any areas that need attention (ebi). 

10.2. If at any point during the usual appraisal cycle concerns arise about any aspect of a teacher’s 

performance, the appraiser will invite the teacher to meet with the teacher formally to: 

▪ give clear feedback to the teacher about the nature and seriousness of the concerns; 

▪ give the teacher the opportunity to comment and discuss the concerns; 

▪ agree any support (e.g. coaching, mentoring, structured observations), that will be provided to help 

address those specific concerns;  

▪ make clear how, and by when, the appraiser will review progress (it may be appropriate to revise 

objectives, and it will be necessary to allow sufficient time for improvement, which will not usually be 

less than 6 weeks, although this period may be shorter if there are serious concerns); 

▪ explain the implications and process if no, or insufficient improvement is made. 

10.3. A written summary of the meeting should be sent to the teacher following the meeting covering all the 

above points. 

10.4. The school should consider contacting the HR advisor for advice when a teacher’s performance is of 

cause for concern. Where concern is being raised in accordance with paragraph 10.2 above in relation to a 

staff member who is a trade union representative, it is advisable to consult with the HR advisor to raise the 

matter with a senior trade union representative or full-time official. 

10.5. When progress is reviewed, if the appraiser is satisfied that the teacher has made, or is making, 

sufficient improvement, the appraisal process will continue as normal, with any remaining issues continuing to 

be addressed through that process. 
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11. Transition to the capability procedure 

11.1. If the appraiser is not satisfied with the progress in the focused support period agreed, the teacher will 

be notified in writing, that the appraisal system will no longer apply and that their performance will be 

managed under the Capability Procedure. The teacher will then be invited to a formal capability meeting. 

12. Annual Assessment 

12.1.  Each teacher's performance will be formally assessed in respect of each appraisal period. In assessing 

the performance of the headteacher, the Governing Body must consult the external adviser. 

12.2.  This assessment is the end point to the annual appraisal process, but performance and development 

priorities will be reviewed and addressed on a regular basis throughout the year in interim meetings which will 

take place as specified in the Priory School calendar 

12.3. The teacher will receive as soon as practicable following the end of each appraisal period and have the 

opportunity to comment in writing on a written appraisal report.  In this school, teachers will receive their 

written appraisal reports by 31 October (31 December for the headteacher). The appraisal report will include: 

▪ details of the teacher’s objectives for the appraisal period in question; 

▪ an assessment of the teacher’s performance of  their role and responsibilities against their objectives 

and the relevant standards;  

▪ an assessment of the teacher’s professional development needs and identification of any action that 
should be taken to address them; a written letter from the Headteacher when pay progression is not 
recommended.  

12.4 The assessment of performance and of professional development needs will inform the planning process 

for the teacher  for the following appraisal period.  

13. Pay progression linked to performance 

13.1 The governing body must consider annually whether or not to increase the salary of teachers who have 

completed a year of employment since the previous annual pay determination and, if so, to what salary within the 

relevant pay ranges. 

13.2 The decision, whether or not to award pay progression, must be related to a teacher’s performance.  A pay 

recommendation must be made in writing after the teacher’s annual appraisal report (this can be on the appraisal 

form).  Continued good performance, as defined by the school  pay policy, should give a main scale/upper pay scale or 

an unqualified teacher an expectation of progression to the top of their respective pay ranges.  A decision may be 

made not to award pay progression, whether or not the teacher is subject to capability proceedings, however, 

teachers must be informed in writing about concerns regarding their standards of performance in the course of the 

annual appraisal cycle which have not been sufficiently addressed. 

 

13.3  The relevant body must set out clearly in the school’s pay policy how pay progression will be determined.  The 

head teacher will be responsible for ensuring that appropriate arrangements are put in place to support the links 

between performance and pay and that the rates of pay progression are affordable and comply with prevailing 

legislation (e.g. Equal Pay). 
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13.4  Where teachers are eligible for pay progression, the recommendation made by the Headteacher will be based on 

an assessment of performance against agreed performance objectives and the evidence of performance at the 

respective career stage (see Priory School Teacher Standards).  The decision made by the relevant decision-making 

body will be based on the statutory criteria and guidance set out in the STPCD and the relevant teacher standards.    

13.5  To move up the main pay range, one point at a time, teachers will need to have made good progress towards 

achieving their objectives and have demonstrated that they are fully competent in all elements of the Teachers’ 

Standards and areas identified on their Appraisal Form.   

13.6  If the overall appraisal evidence shows that a teacher has demonstrated exceptional performance, the governing 

body will consider awarding enhanced pay progression.  The quality of teaching should be ‘outstanding’ sustained over 

an extended period (normally for at least two years)  

13.7  Teachers will work with their appraisers to ensure that there is sufficient evidence to support pay 

recommendations.  Teachers will also update their appraisal document (see appendix 4) throughout the appraisal 

period.      

 

14. Support Staff 

 

13.1 Priory School will provide support staff with an annual appraisal review which assesses performance in 

line with the Job Description.
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Appendix 1 Joint Statement of Principles on Teacher Appraisal and Capability  

▪ This statement is produced by the ASCL, ATL, NAHT and NUT  

▪ Appraisal is a thorough yet supportive and developmental process which assists teachers in improving 

their performance by concentrating on key objectives and must include open and honest discussions 

between the appraiser and the appraisee; 

▪ The above unions believe that schools should have separate appraisal and capability policies in order 

to facilitate the discussions needed to ensure the effectiveness of the appraisal process in managing 

performance. Capability procedures would not normally commence until it is clear that it is necessary, 

following on from the appraisal process; 

▪ Objectives should be set following consultation with teachers and should be clearly defined, with 

appraisers and appraisees clear what success will look like and how progress will be measured; 

▪ Observation for appraisal should be planned, with sufficient notice given and a clear focus linked to 

agreed objectives; 

▪ Feedback should be given swiftly after any observation; 

▪ Observation should be kept to the minimum needed to determine that objectives are met and in 

accordance with local agreements; 

▪ Implication of insufficient progress should be clearly explained to the teacher; 

▪ Where concerns are raised the teacher will receive appropriate support as part of the appraisal 

process. The support to be offered will be agreed in advance and may include classroom observation 

alongside other support for example additional training and visits to other classes. The length of any 

period of support will be subject to locally agreed protocols; 

▪ If after the period of support sufficient progress has not been made, then the school may consider 

moving to capability. A clear distinction must be made when the teacher moves from the supportive 

appraisal process to capability; 

▪ The DfE capability model should not be used for capability concerns arising as a result of ill-health 

(schools must have a separate policy for this); 

▪ Care will be taken to ensure that appraisal and capability procedures are used in such a way as to 

avoid discrimination, with monitoring for equality purposes. 
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Appendix 2 Model Classroom Observation Protocol 

 

1.1. The Governing Body of Priory School is committed to ensuring that classroom observation is 

developmental and supportive and that those involved in the process will: 

▪ give clear feedback to the teacher about the nature and seriousness of any concerns; 

▪ give the teacher the opportunity to comment and discuss concerns identified; 

▪ agree any support (e.g. coaching, mentoring, structured observations), that will be provided to help 

address those specific concerns;  

▪ make clear how, and by when, the appraiser will review progress (it may be appropriate to revise 

objectives, and it will be necessary to allow sufficient time for improvement, although the actual time 

will depend on the individual circumstances.  The amount of time is up to the school but should reflect 

the seriousness of the concerns); 

▪ explain the implications and process if no, or insufficient improvement is made. 

1.2. Although the national limit of 3 hours of classroom observation during an annual performance review 

cycle has been removed from 1 September 2012, the Governing Body is committed to ensuring that the 

amount of observation (and time between observations irrespective of their purpose) for each teacher 

should be appropriate and reasonable.  

1.3. At Priory School Classroom Observation is that which exceeds 20 minutes. The school operates a system 

of regular drop ins and these would not normally exceed 9 per year for the subject based teaching. The 

post holders  will also drop into to other activities (e.g. tutor time) to support the gathering of evidence 

to support the performance of teachers with regard to teacher standards (and areas identified on the 

appraisal document).Where concerns emerge about a teacher’s performance during the annual cycle, 

additional classroom observations may be arranged. 

1.4. In keeping with the Governing Body’s commitment that classroom observation should be both 

supportive and developmental. Those being observed will be notified at least 5 working days in advance 

of the time and date of the observation.  Every effort will be made for an observation to be made at the 

agreed time. 

1.5. Classroom observations of teachers will only be undertaken by persons with QTS who have had 

adequate preparation and the appropriate professional skills to undertake observation and to provide 

constructive oral and written feedback and support. 

1.6. Oral feedback will be given as soon as possible after the observation and no later than the end of the 

following working day.  It will be given during directed time in a suitable, private environment. 

1.7. Written feedback will normally be provided within five working days of the observation taking place. If 

issues emerged from an observation that were not part of the focus of the observation as recorded in 

the planning and review statement these should also be covered in the written feedback and the 

appropriate action taken. 
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1.8. The written record of feedback also includes the date on which the observation took place, the lesson 

observed and the length of the observation. The teacher has the right to append written comments on 

the feedback document. 

2. For ongoing monitoring purposes 

2.1. A headteacher has a duty to evaluate the standards of teaching and learning and to ensure that proper 

standards of professional performance are established and maintained throughout the school. 

Headteachers have a right to drop in to classrooms to inform their monitoring of the quality of learning 

throughout the school. 

2.2. At Priory School learning walks and other short visits such as drop ins take place in order to collect 

evidence about teaching and learning, evidence of progress and areas for school staff development. In 

this school. As this is a large school, drop ins will be undertaken by the headteacher and SLT as well as 

Curriculum and Subject Leaders. While information gathered during the appraisal process may be used, 

as appropriate for a variety of purposes including informing school self evaluation and school 

improvement strategies, the headteacher may determine that it is necessary to collect such evidence as 

their professional judgment dictates and this may include additional classroom observations. 

2.3. Monitoring may take a form that is not accurately described as lesson observation, which is usually of 

teaching and learning. Instead for example, it may have a focus on the standards of attainment by the 

children, the impact of programmes of study on learning or pupil behaviour. The monitoring might, for 

example, involve work scrutiny, analysis of assessment results or an examination of lesson planning 

records.  It may also be ‘light touch’ and relatively informal. 

2.4. Reasonable notice will be given of additional observations but depending on the particular 

circumstances, it may not be practicable to provide advance notice of the monitoring activities that are 

carried out for purposes other than appraisal. 

2.5. The number and duration of monitoring activities will be for the headteacher to determine as 

appropriate. 
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Appendix 3: Appraisal Objectives 2019-20 

The setting of objectives 
 
The setting of objectives is crucial to a meaningful appraisal. It is therefore important that the 
appraiser should ensure teachers understand what the objectives involve, that the teacher is in a 
position to achieve them, knows what they need to do to achieve them including identifying any 
support required, and when and how they will be reviewed and measured. 
  

• Objectives should be written clearly and concisely and be measurable.  
• Objectives should focus on issues or matters over which you have direct influence/control and 

take into account the wider socio-economic, cultural and other external influences on pupils.  
• Objectives should relate to the objectives in the School Improvement Plan (SIP) and any 

department or team plans as well as to your own professional needs and career aspirations.  
 
There are a minimum of three objectives that must be set for teaching staff. The first objective must 

focus on managing student behaviour, the second should focus on enhancing social/cultural capital 

with a particular focus on SEND/those most disadvantaged. 

Objectives that reflect career stage 

The objective should be informed by the behaviour framework: 

 

Excellence 
 

With enthusiasm, you work to deliver a high quality service to meet 

personal, organisational and community expectations. You pursue a can-do 

attitude in all of the work you do. 

When Excellence is 

not demonstrated 

Expected Desirable Aspirational 

Minimum required 

behaviours 

Staff should seek to 

display these 

behaviours 

Behaviours required 

by those in senior 

positions 

You stick to outdated 

methods that have 

become ineffective 

You are punctual and 

friendly, and demonstrate a 

positive professional 

attitude 

You promote and 

drive continuous 

improvement by 

asking “how could 

we do this better ?” 

You plan and 

anticipate changes in 

working practice and 

effectively manage the 

transition to introduce 

new ways of working 
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You are unwilling to 

be exposed to 

change or 

uncertainty 

You take pride in your own 

work and that of your team 

members 

 You logically identify 

trends and implement 

the best approach, 

outlining clear 

objectives 

You show a lack of 

concern for the 

quality of your work 

You understand the school’s 

high expectations and 

encourage all children to 

achieve their very best  

 You focus on long 

term outcomes rather 

than short-sighted 

initiatives 

You are actively 

hampering the 

improvement and 

delivery of excellence 

You are willing to go the 

extra mile for the 

team/school/Curriculum 

Area 

 You understand how 

your team learn and 

develop and you use 

this knowledge to lead 

performance 

improvements 

You display a 

negative attitude to 

colleagues and focus 

on problems rather 

than solutions 
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Responsibility 
 

You take ownership of your work and use your initiative to deliver. You are 

accountable for your own performance and development and take 

responsibility for your actions and decisions 

When Responsibility is 

not demonstrated 

Expected Desirable Aspirational 

Minimum required 

behaviours 

Staff should seek to 

display these 

behaviours 

Behaviours required by 

those in senior positions 

You blame the system 

or others and are 

unwilling to take risks 

to do things differently 

You are trustworthy 

and reliable 

You are flexible and 

always attempt to 

resolve issues 

You make decisions and 

take accountability for 

their impact 

You fail to take 

responsibility for your 

actions, admit you’re 

wrong or see how 

actions affect others 

You seek to learn with 

and from others 

You take accountability 

for your development 

needs 

You challenge and 

confront poor or weak 

performance  

You ignore problems or 

hide behind your job 

description 

You wish to improve 

your performance 

through asking for 

feedback to learn how 

You plan your own 

time and workload to 

meet your objectives 

You enable a blameless 

culture, empower and 

support teams to 

initiate improvements 

You dismiss alternative 

ideas  

You work safely You ensure there is a 

mutual understanding 

of task responsibility  

You ensure there is 

sufficient flexibility 

You manage your time 

poorly and fail to 

deliver  

You use your initiative 

to solve problems 

You balance priorities 

in order to meet 

expectations 

You provide your teams 

with defined structures 

and clear direction so 

individuals have a sense 

of ownership and 

personal responsibility 

for the delivery of 

outcomes 
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 You acknowledge 

when you make 

mistakes and correct 

them 

 You publicly role model 

the expected 

behaviours 
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Working Together 
 

You work with others to a common goal; sharing information, supporting 

colleagues, and searching out expertise and solutions from relevant 

partners and/or the communities we serve. 

When Working 

Together is not 

demonstrated 

Expected Desirable Aspirational 

Minimum required 

behaviours 

Staff should seek to 

display these 

behaviours 

Behaviours required by 

those in senior positions 

You do not see what 

colleagues have to 

offer 

You work together 

with colleagues and 

take time to build 

effective and 

rational working 

relationships 

You look to work 

together across and 

outside typical 

groups, initiating 

joint approaches   

You spend time creating 

positive working 

relationships with partners 

You use your status to 

disrupt collaborative 

working 

You celebrate team 

successes and create 

a positive team spirit 

You always look to 

maximise the value 

of working together 

by building support 

and giving direction 

to deliver joint 

outcomes 

You support team members 

to deliver desired outcomes 

You show few signs of 

co-operating with 

others 

You work well with 

people who have 

different ideas, 

perspectives and 

backgrounds 

You listen to and 

involve other 

colleagues 

You are happy to give up 

power and/or control to 

benefit the 

team/school/Curriculum 

Area 

You do not ask others 

for opinions or ideas  

You share skills and 

knowledge and 

encourage and 

support others 

You respond 

positively to 

suggestions before 

making decisions 

You consult with 

representative groups when 

formulations new strategies 

You pursue your own 

agenda rather than 

  You inspire a “one team” 

culture 
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finding common 

ground 
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Leadership 
 

You lead by example through your behaviours and professional approach 

at work, inspiring your colleagues and driving for results. 

When Leadership is 

not demonstrated 

Expected Desirable Aspirational 

Minimum required 

behaviours 

Staff should seek to 

display these 

behaviours 

Behaviours required by 

those in senior 

positions 

You don’t listen to, 

research or question 

information for better 

understanding 

You promote the 

school’s values and 

lead by example in 

demonstrating the 

behaviours; inspiring 

others to follow your 

example 

You recognise good 

performance and take 

time to thank and 

praise others 

You are visible and 

accessible to your team 

and others 

You choose to ignore 

adverse criticism 

seeing it as a personal 

attack rather than a 

way to improve 

yourself 

You are driven to 

achieve results and 

show your courage 

when things don’t go 

to plan  

You are motivational 

and drive positivity, 

taking an optimistic 

approach   

You act as a role model 

for inspirational 

leadership 

You fail to 

acknowledge 

colleagues and other 

perspectives  

You are 

compassionate, caring 

and empathetic 

You resolve conflicts 

and disagreements 

quickly and 

professionally  

You articulate vision, 

meaning and direction 

to focus on specific 

outcomes 

You adopt a command 

and control approach 

You engage others and 

seek guidance on 

personal, team, 

organisational and 

community matters 

You see failure and 

problems as 

opportunities to learn 

and develop 

You recognise talent 

within the team and 

develop potential 

through mentoring and 

coaching 

You fail to share 

information so that 

you  maintain an 

  You appropriately 

deploy the skills and 

behaviours of your 
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advantage over others team to great effect on 

performance and 

outcomes  
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Simplicity 
 

You communicate clearly and concisely, ensuring that the message is 

understood by all. You actively seek methods to prevent over-complication 

or confusion. 

When Simplicity is not 

demonstrated 

Expected Desirable Aspirational 

Minimum required 

behaviours 

Staff should seek to 

display these 

behaviours 

Behaviours required by 

those in senior 

positions 

You over-complicate 

your approach 

You use the available IT 

systems  

You seek to 

streamline and 

interlink processes 

for a simple approach 

You make sure your 

team are regularly 

updated with latest 

information 

You discourage change 

from happening 

You are open to ideas 

and suggestions 

You can summarise 

information to make 

it easier to 

understand 

You influence new ways 

of working to address 

inefficiencies 

You choose ways to 

communicate which 

are not appropriate to 

the audience  

You communicate well 

with a range of people 

You are an advocate 

for “systems 

thinking”, reviewing 

and suggesting ways 

to reduce 

unnecessary steps 

You evaluate the 

effectiveness of 

communication and 

take steps to improve 

You overload 

individuals with written 

communication 

You change your 

communication style to 

meet the best needs of 

the audience and check 

that there is mutual 

understanding  

 You encourage open 

communication at all 

levels across the school 
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Trust and Respect 
 

You are aware of your impact on others and your use of resources. You 

value openness, listen carefully to others and make every effort to 

understand their views. 

When Trust and 

Respect are not 

demonstrated 

Expected Desirable Aspirational 

Minimum required 

behaviours 

Staff should seek to 

display these 

behaviours 

Behaviours required by 

those in senior positions 

You are disrespectful, 

insensitive or your 

manner upsets others 

You take time to build 

effective relationships 

You give time to 

colleagues even when 

you are under 

pressure 

You clearly appreciate 

the efforts made by 

your team 

You don’t ever say 

“thank you” 

You are respectful and 

considerate 

You trust colleagues to 

perform well 

You encourage team 

members to recognise 

and value each other 

You make little effort 

to understand the 

viewpoint of others 

You understand how 

behaviours can be 

interpreted by others 

and the impact you 

may have  

You respect others and 

value their 

contribution 

You are a role model for 

inclusive leadership 

You demonstrate 

discriminatory 

behaviour 

 You carefully manage 

your reactions to 

situations 

professionally and 

calmly 

You instigate changes in 

behaviour  

   You ensure the team 

takes account of 

everyone’s views 

 
 

Objective 3 should focus on an aspect of the SIP (and should enhance career development). 
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Appendix 4 Appraisal Document example for Established Teacher (M4-M6) 

 

Appraisal Document 2021-22 

Established Teacher 
 

Appraisee:  

Curriculum Area:  
Current Pay 
Grade: 

M4 / M5 / M6     (delete as applicable) 

Appraiser:  

 

Safeguarding and Health & Safety Modules  

Module Date Completed 

Keeping Children Safe in Education, September 2021 Update  

Fire Safety  

  

  

  

Self-Assessment 

Tick one box for each descriptor: 1= Exceeded, 2 = Met, 3= Partially Met, 4= Not Met 

Appraiser to RAG: Green = Agree; Amber = Broadly Agree (+/- 1); Red = Disagree (+/- 2) 

Descriptor 1 2 3 4 

P
R

O
FE

SS
IO

N
A

L 
P

R
A

C
TI

C
E 

Most teaching at least good with outstanding features; some teaching is 
outstanding; areas for improvement are addressed promptly. 

    

Lessons engage and challenge nearly all of the students and the vast 
majority demonstrate strong subject knowledge. 

    

The teaching of literacy and numeracy is developed  in lessons/series of 
lessons. 

    

Assessment (and marking) is effective in allowing nearly all students to 
reflect on progress, identify needs and responsibility for own learning.  

    

Careful planning is informed by prior attainment and demonstrates a range 
of differentiation which meets the needs of the majority. 

    

Is an effective tutor helping to develop and deliver the tutor programme 
and ensuring all students achieve the lesson intent.  

    

O
U

TC
O

M
E

S 

Almost all students achieve in line with school expectations and some 
exceed them with vulnerable groups performing well 

    

Underachievement is recognised and addressed with a range of 
interventions showing clear impact (clear tracking of impact of strategies). 

    

R
EL

A
TI

O
N

SH
IP

S Positive working relationships are established with colleagues, students, 
parents and other stakeholders 

    

Communication is clear and focussed on improving learning/access to 
learning and demonstrates positive impact. 

    

Opportunities are taken to address underperformance by working in 
partnership with parents. 
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A lead is taken in developing some provision (enrichment and 
extracurricular) which fosters the building of positive relationships. 

    

School policies are followed and supported.     

Always and promptly on break/lunch duty, is proactive in supporting 
student health and safety, following up issues as per school policy and 
arranges appropriate cover lessons when absence known   

    

Excellence - With enthusiasm, you work to deliver a high quality service to 
meet personal, organisational and community expectations. You pursue a 
can-do attitude in all of the work you do. 

    

Responsibility - You take ownership of your work and use your initiative to 
deliver. You are accountable for your own performance and development 
and take responsibility for your actions and decisions. 

    

Working together - You work with others to a common goal; sharing 
information, supporting colleagues, and searching out expertise and 
solutions from relevant partners and/or the communities we serve. 

    

Leadership - You lead by example through your behaviours and 
professional approach at work; inspiring your colleagues and driving for 
results. 

    

Simplicity - You communicate clearly and concisely, ensuring that the 
message is understood by all. You actively seek methods to prevent over-
complication or confusion. 

    

Trust and respect - You are aware of your impact on others and your use of 
resources. You value openness, listen carefully to others, and make every 
effort to understand their views. 

    

C
P

D
 

Fully competent practitioner able to keep up-to-date with changes and 
adapt practice accordingly. 

    

Able to identify areas for development in sharing good practice with CA.     

Plays lead role in the development of those new to teaching (ITT/ECT).     

Objectives 

Objective Milestones Review 
RAG 

Appraisee Appraiser 

1. BEHAVIOUR 
 

• Generate positive 
professional 
strategies which 
generate positive 
changes in 
behaviour 

• Sep 2021 and ongoing: Use non-
negotiables regularly in class, tutor 
times and around the school  

• Sep 2021: Produce seating plans for 
all classes on Edulink 

• Sep 2021 Read, follow and promote 
the school behaviour policy. 

• Sep 2021 and ongoing: Share 
strategies with less experienced 
staff (NAME)  

• Sep 2021: I support the parking 
system and give support where 
necessary 

• Sep 2021 and ongoing: Attend 
break time duty on time.  

Interim Review 1 

  
 

Interim Review 2 

  
 

Final 
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• Challenge behaviour in line with 
breaktime/lunchtime expectations 

• Sep 2021 and ongoing:   

• Provide communication with home 
to address behaviour issues. 

• Support colleagues. 

• Sep 2021 ongoing:  

• Always model exemplary 
professional behaviour around the 
school.  

• Oct 2021: Allow less experienced 
staff to observe parts of lessons. 

• Oct/ Feb/ June 2022: SIMS log 
report shows regular recording of 
positive logs  

• Nov/ April/ July 2022: Drop ins 
shows consistent routines. Where 
there are difficulties, they are 
addressed. 

• Feb 2022:  Lead a behaviour CPD 
session within the department   

2. CULTURAL 
CAPITAL 

 

•  

•  Interim Review 1 

  
 

Interim Review 2 

  
 

Final 

  
 

3. PERSONAL 
 

•  

•  Interim Review 1 

  
 

Interim Review 2 

  
 

Final 

  
 

Class Data 

www ebi Next Steps 

Interim Review 1 
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Interim Review 2 

   

Final 

   

Evaluation of Teaching and Learning 

Date Activity www ebi Next Steps 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

CPD Learning 

Date Activity Next Steps 
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Wider School Contribution 

Date Activity Rationale 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

Summary 

Appraiser Comment 

 

Signature  Date  

Appraisee Comment 

 

Signature  Date  
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